Lighting Design
Improve appearance, lower electric bills

Lighting design improves your space by optimizing the technology and layout of its
lighting. It can yield up to 75% savings, as well as a more comfortable, welcoming
environment for customers, staff, or students.

Deeper energy
savings

Improved
appearance

Better building
conditions

Customers who use
lighting design assistance
can save considerably
more compared to a
simple retrofit

Layout, quantity, and
distribution of light is
tailored to the needs
of your space and
building occupants

Proper lighting can
improve safety,
performance and,
in some cases,
productivity

Is lighting design right for your building?
Top candidates for lighting design are those buildings with:
• Lamps that burn out often and/or experience high maintenance costs
• Areas of poor light distribution or inappropriate light levels
• Areas that lack lighting controls

Call today
to start
saving

Our customer support team
can provide technical expertise
and connect you with a lighting
designer if your space seems
like it would benefit from a
lighting design.
Rebates
Take advantage of our limited
time financial incentives. We
pay 75% of the rebate shown
below up front, and the
remaining 25% is paid when
you complete your project.

500+.03/ft2

$

K-12 Schools

How the design process works
1. Initial conversation
Efficiency Vermont will ask about your
building, budget, and timeline.
2. Designer pairing
You’ll be paired with a lighting designer
to redesign your space for maximum
energy savings and comfort.
3. Audit & design
Your designer will audit the building and
provide a redesign proposal to Efficiency
Vermont.
4. Energy savings analysis
We’ll analyze the project for energy savings.

Make the most
of your upgrade

5. Incentives and financing
We’ll determine applicable equipment
rebates and, if desired, help you finance
the rest of the project.
6. Lighting design review meeting
We’ll meet with you and your designer
to review recommendations.
7. Purchase & install products
You’ll purchase and install products
specified in your design.
8. Verification & completion
We’ll verify proper equipment installation
and mail you your rebate check.

500+.02/ft2

$

Other commercial
buildings
Act now
Rebate subject to change
after 12/31/17.

888-921-5990
efficiencyvermont.com/lightingdesign

